In our current studies on whole genome expression in several biological processes, we have demonstrated the actual existence of self-organized critical control (SOC) of gene expression at both population and single cell level. SOC allows for cell-fate change by critical transition encompassing the entire genome expression that, in turn, is partitioned into distinct response domains (critical states).
I. Introduction
). SOC builds upon the fact that the stochastic perturbations initially propagate locally (sub-critical state), but due to the particularity of the disturbance, the perturbation can spread over the entire system in an autocatalytic manner (super-critical state); as the system approaches its critical point, global collective behavior for self-organization emerges.
The above depicted classical concept of SOC, has been extended to propose a conceptual model of the cell-fate decision (critical-like self-organization or rapid SOC) through the extension of minimalistic models of cellular behavior. The cell-fate decision-making model (a coarse-grained model) considers gene regulatory networks, which adopt an exploratory process, where diverse cell-fate options are first generated by the priming of various transcriptional programs, and then a cell-fate gene module is selectively amplified as the network system approaches a critical state [Halley, J. D., et al., 2009 ].
We investigated whole genome expression and its dynamics to address the following fundamental questions:
-Is there any underlying principle that self-regulates whole-genome expression?
-Does a universal mechanism exist to guide the self-organization that determines the change in the cell fate?
Our findings suggested that at a specific experimental time point, a transitional behavior of expression profile occurs in the ensemble of genes (e.g., unimodal-bimodal transition in MCF-7 cancer cells [Tsuchiya, M., et al., 2014] ). This corresponds to a self-similar behavior around a critical transition point that is evident when expression is sorted and grouped according to temporal variance of expression (normalized root mean square fluctuation: nrmsf: Methods).
On the contrary, randomly shuffled genome expression exhibit Gaussian normal distributions, with no evidence of transitional behavior. This is consistent with the existence of selforganization according to nrmsf, that is, nrmsf act as an order parameter of self-organization.
This suggests that the grouping of expressions averages out expression noise coming from biological and experimental processes allowing to highlight self-organizing behavior through distinct response expression domains (critical states). Therefore, our focus is on averaging behaviors (mean-field approach) of group expression emerged in genome expression.
Our findings of self-organization with critical behavior (criticality) differ from classical and extended SOC models (see Discussion) as for the following elements:
Occurrence of cell-fate change through erasure of the initial-state sandpile criticality. Note that the last group (the lowest nrmsf) less than n elements is removed from the analysis. Table 1 ). The second row -whole expression is sorted and grouped (K = 40 groups) according to nrmsf: This supports the genome-engine mechanism (Section IIB) that implies the activation of the CP has an impact on the entire genome expression provoking a generalized perturbation.
Therefore, the elucidation of underlying mechanism, which guides the state (activation or inactivation) of the CP, is expected to predict when and how a cell-fate change occurs, i.e., a novel cell-fate control mechanism for cancers, iPS cells, stem cells and so forth (see Discussion).
ii). In the case of embryo development, the temporal CM correlation for the CP traverses zero value (correspondent to random-like behavior) after the reprogramming event (after late 2-cell and 8-cell state for mouse and for human, respectively) ( Figure 4B ), which coincides with the erasure of the sandpile-type critical point (CP) (refer to Fig.2 in ). In biological terms this corresponds to the erasure of the initial stage of embryogenesis (driven by maternal heredity); on the contrary, the CP for Th17 cell differentiation does not pass zero correlation ( Figure 3D) . Thus, additional condition for the embryonic reprogramming is suggested whether or not the temporal CM correlation pass zero, and iii). The results imply the existence of cell-type specific fixed-point CP, but we need further investigation on time-series genome expression data for different biological systems to confirm this conjecture.
It is important to note that groups of low-nrmsf presenting elevated CM correlations in time do not point to a no-response situation; on the contrary they behave in a highly coherent manner to generate autonomous SOC mechanism (see Section IIB). 
Determination of Critical States in Single Cell Genome Expression
In our previous studies on microarray data (at cell population level), we checked the 
B. Genome Engine Hypothesis -A Potential Universal Mechanism of SelfOrganized Critical Control of Genome Expression
Single-cell genome expression shows distinct critical states with stochastic-coherent 
III. Discussion
We further demonstrated for several distinct biological regulations from embryo development to cell differentiation that self-organized criticality (SOC) control of genome expression provides a potential universal model (Figure 1 ) of self-organization as the genomeengine mechanism, where a highly coherent behavior of low-variance genes (sub-critical state) generates a dominant cyclic expression flux with high-variance genes (super-critical state) to develop autonomous critical control system. This explains the coexistence of critical states (distinct expression response domains) through critical point (CP); nrmsf (temporal expression variance) acting as the order parameter for the self-organization. The genome-engine mechanism rationalizes how the change in criticality affect the entire genome expression. This Another relevant finding is the existence of a fixed critical gene set corresponding to the CP for specific biological regulation and the activation of these genes (CP) is essential for the occurrence of cell-fate change; conversely inactivation of the CP does not go to cell-fate change. Furthermore, the genome-engine suggests that activation mechanism of the CP should elucidate how the global perturbation occurs on self-organization through change in signaling by external or internal stimuli into a cell. This, at least in principle, could be the key to understand when and how the cell-fate change occurs. Further studies on these matters are needed to clarify the underlying fundamental mechanism, and the development of a theoretical foundation for the autonomous critical control mechanism in genome expression as revealed in our findings is expected to open new doors for a universal control mechanism of the cell-fate change.
As for now we can safely affirm the strong interaction among genes with very different expression variance and physiological role push for a complete re-shaping of the current molecular-reductionist view of biological regulation looking for single 'significantly affected' genes for the explanation of regulation processes. The view of the genome acting as an integrated dynamical system is here to stay.
IV. Methods

Biological Data Sets
We analyzed mammalian transcriptome experimental data for seven distinct cell fates in different tissues: 
Normalized Root Mean Square Fluctuation (nrmsf)
Nrmsf (see more Methods in [Tsuchiya, M., et al., 2015] ) is defined by dividing rmsf (root mean square fluctuation) by the maximum of overall {rmsfi}:
where rmsfi is the rmsf value of the i th RNA expression, which is expressed as εi(sj) at a specific cell state sj or experimental time (e.g., in mouse embryo development, S = 10: s1 = zygote, early 2-cell, middle 2-cell, late 2-cell, 4-cell, 8-cell, morula, early blastocyst, middle blastocyst and s10 = late blastocyst), and 〈 〉 is its expression average over the number of cell states. Note:
nrmsf is a time-independent variable.
Single Cell Expression Flux Dynamics
Here, to describe genome engine mechanism on single cell genome expression, the key fact is that dynamics of coherent behavior emerged from stochastic expression in distinct 
where ΔP is the change in momentum with a unit mass (i.e., the impulse: FΔs = ΔP) and natural log of average (<…>) of a critical state,
〉 with the i th expression ( ) at the j th cell state, s = sj (NC = the number of RNAs in a critical state; the average of net self-flux over the number of critical states, <f(X)> = <INflux> -<OUTflux>. Here, scaling and critical behaviors occur in log-log plots of group expression, where natural log of average value associated with group expression such as ln<nrmsf> and ln<expression> is taken; thus, in expression flux, we consider natural log of average expression (CM) of a critical state.
It is important to note that each embryo state in terms of number of cells is considered as a statistical event (note: a statistical event does not necessarily coincide with a biological event)
and its development as time arrow (time-development) when evaluating average of group expression, fold change in expression and temporal expression variance (nrmsf). This implies a time interval in the dynamical system (Equation (2) 
where the kinetic energy of the CM for the critical state with unit mass at s = sj is defined as 
where state ∈ {Super, Near, Sub} with ≠ X, and M is the number of internal interactions (M = 2), i.e., for a given critical state, there are two internal interactions with other critical states. Equation (5) 
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